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I’ve had inserts cut to fit the cards, in
the same colour way as my slip frame.
Then I’ve been using the wonderful
new Martha Stewart paper punches
that Craft Creations has recently
started to stock, to create a very
pretty border on the insert! I find the
more you experiment, the more ideas
come to mind! 

Well my efforts didn’t go to waste!
The recipients were so delighted with
their unusual gifts and some said they
loved them so much they couldn’t
bear to use them! One doctor said 
she planned to have them all framed! 
I intend to write back to her and tell
her not to worry, it will be no problem
to create some more and as we plan
to go there to work every year now, a
steady supply can be provided. 

I know my cards have gone around
the world in the 25 years I’ve been
making them but think India is a first.
Have you got cards you’ve made that
have been used around the world -
we’d love to know how far around the
globe the pleasure of Craft Creations
has reached - write and let us know! 

I wonder how many cards will be
made to celebrate the Royal Wedding
of Prince William and Catherine (Kate)
Middleton on 29th April – only weeks
away now! Craft Creations certainly
wishes the happy couple many 
congratulations and all good wishes
for a happy married life together! 

Until next time ...

Best wishes,

The start of 2011 has seen me with
increased energy which has been 
very welcome in my life and means
I’ve been able to work more. The last
ten days has found me teaching
nurses on travel medicine in Amster-
dam, Canterbury, Southampton and
Guernsey! Sadly there hasn’t been
any time for sightseeing, especially
disappointing on Saturday as I flew
back from Guernsey in glorious sunny,
warm weather - it seemed a waste of
a great opportunity. 

However, my travels have also
taken me even further afield this year,
for in February, I accompanied my
husband to a hospital in the south of
India where he was invited to teach.
He’s been there twice before – 25 and
15 years ago but I missed out on both
opportunities. The first time I had to
move house for both of us and the
second, our children were too small to
travel. This time I was both delighted
and humbled by the experience. 

The Christian Medical College in
Vellore, is positioned second in the
league table of medical schools in
India. Peter has friends out there from
previous trips and we wanted to take
gifts for them. With the restrictions of
luggage, we decided to take some
cards, and I spent many days before-
hand making a variety of my patch-
work star style cards. I took care to
select fabrics that would reflect the
wealth of colours and textures that I’d
seen in Asian fabric shops in the UK. 

I’ve recently been experimenting
with ‘slip frames’ by using an AP53
aperture panel to mount the star and
then surrounding it with an AP04 card.
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Die-Cut Découpage
By Jenny Kearley

INTRODUCTION:

Life Smiles Sailing: DCD539
Card 1: ST01U-52 Popset White. The design and 
some of the elements from the sheetare matted 
onto blue card before mounting onto the side 
stepper card as shown. Anchor peel-offs from 
XL723U-02 are used to complete the design.
Card 2: DSF20P-210 White/Blue Happy Birthday.
Layer Tips:
Layer 2: Cut between the back and front cliffs 
and curve the back part down. Fold along the 
prow line of the boat, cut between the right of 
the chimney and boat and curve the chimney 
down. On the hull, only place sticky fixers to the right of the fold, 
use pads as normal on the top half, and glue the right hand side 
and bottom at the splash.
Layer 3: Fold the hull on the prow line and use sticky fixers to 
the right of the fold at the top only. Glue the right edge and the 
bottom. Use a sticky fixer in the centre of the sail 
and glue at the top and bottom. Sticky fix the centre 
of the boat and glue both ends.

Motorcycle Scrambler: DCD542
Card 1: SF02U-30 White, covered with green stri-
ped paper SR212P. The die-cut birthday banner is 
from CDS039G.
Card 2: ST01U-52 Popset White. The design and 
some of the elements from this sheet are matted 
onto red card before mounting. Punch a 25mm hole 
in the tallest side step using PPW119 and add a 
round picture to the panel behind to match the one 

on the small step. Add some birthday stickers, mine are XL513U,
XL778U and XL626U all in colour 01. I’ve used a white punched
circle behind the number and mounted it using sticky fixers.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2 (optional): If you use this layer use sticky fixers along

the top edge and glue the bottom edge.
Layer 3: Use sticky fixers along the top
edge of the mud and glue the bottom edge.
Layer 4: Sticky fix the mud into place.
Curve the body down at the waist.
Layer 5: Cut between the top of the 
exhaust and front fork, curve the top of 
the exhaust down. Glue the arms at the
shoulders.
Layer 6: Curve the top and bottom of the
tyre down.

These are quick and easy die-cut 3D découpage sheets, simply
press out and layer using mini fixers. 

Here are some of our ideas for the finished cards and, as usual,
some great layer hints that will help 
make your designs look really special. 
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The Race: DCD543
Card 1: SL01U-18 Deep Red. Cut 5cm from the
end of the front panel and replace with acetate.
Add medium red die-cut letters from CDT004P.
Matt red and black striped paper strips (CPA049
mixed pack) with plain white on top to make the
border and add elements from the découpage
sheet using two black brads on the oval.
Card 2: SL01U-23. The design is matted onto the
card with green glitter board GB06A4 and black
card. The dad letters from CDT004P are covered
using green and black card as above. 
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Use sticky fixers along the top edge and
glue the bottom edge.
Layer 3: Cut between the front wheel and dust
cloud on the green car and curve the dust down.
Layer 4: Curve the bottom of the red wheel down.
Back wheel of the green car, cut between the tyre
and mudguard from the back to the top of the
wheel, curve the mudguard down and glue by the
dust. Cut between the bonnet and windscreen
from the left to half way, glue by the spare wheel
and the left side of windscreen.

Bear on Motorbike: DCD541 
Card 1: SL01U-44 Linen Cream. The main design is matted onto
cream and green layers. Elements from the sheet are used at the
right, mounted on fixer pads and with ribbon and brads added.

Card 2: SF02U-18
Deep Red. The main
design is matted
onto black mirri card
before mounting,
then a narrow black
pattern border
XL703U-03 is added
to give it a pretty
edge. The large dad
lettering is from
CDT004P. A few
black gems GEM66
are used to add
some extra sparkle.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: On the right
hand edge, cut be-
tween the top root
and path and along
the painted groove 
to the tyre. Cut the
groove halfway be-
tween both bits of
root too, for about
2cm. Curve the top section down, place a sticky fixer under both

roots and curve the lower edge of the centre one
down. Sticky fix the bit of tree on the top right corner
and glue at the bottom.
Layer 3: Cut along the top of the left hand root and
curve the grass down at the cut. Use fixers on the
bottom only, glue the top of the trunk and the whispy
bit of root. On the right, cut above the root from the
right for about 15mm and curve the grass down. Glue
the top of the trunk.
Layer 4: Cut between the left ear and helmet, curve
the helmet down and the ear up a little. Cut between
the toe and leg of the boot, curve the leg down. Cut
between the boot and engine up to the tank. Curve
the engine and tank down and place a sticky fixer on
the heel of the boot to lift it.
Layer 5: Cut between the petrol tank and engine,
curve the point of the tank down. Cut between the 
engine and pedal curving the bottom of the engine
down. Glue the tank at the point.
Layer 6: Curve the tyre to a nice shape and glue the
left side.
Layer 7: Curve the top of the mudguard and glue the
bottom point and the top of the fork.
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glue a narrow strip of suede dotty paper CDG152P along
the back of the cut edge with just one row of dots show-
ing. Cover the open edge of the back panel with a 5cm
wide strip of sandstone dotty paper CDG151P and run a
copper border XL703U-24 along the join. Add the brown
dad letters from CDT006P over the dotty paper and use
the same copper border to highlight some of the stripes
going across the letters. Add the tags using a little coiled
wire to attach the bird tag.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Glue the bottom of the tree trunk and the man.
Layer 3: Shape the treetop nicely around the edges.

Curve the purple bird down by the tail. Glue
the bottom of the man and coat at the back
of the neck. Sticky fix the foreground in
place covering over the glued bit of both the
tree and the man.
Layer 4: Sticky fix the arm in place and glue
at the shoulder.
Layer 5: Glue the rabbit and pheasant at the
base.
Layer 6: Glue the rabbit at the base. Sticky
fix the grass in place covering the bottom of
the rabbit.
Layer 7: Sticky fix the hedge into place cov-
ering the edge of the grass and the bottom
of the pheasant.

King George V Train: DCD544 
Card Shown: SL01U-23 Deep Green. Hand
cut two oval apertures into the front panel
near the fold and add the two oval pictures
onto the flap behind them. I made a match-
ing oval from white card for the front panel,
added the birthday wording and inked 
over it to give a mottled effect. Matt some 
red, black and green striped paper strips
(CPA049 mixed pack) to make a border as
shown.
Layer Tips: 
Layers 3, 4, 5 and 6: Glue the back of the
train down.

Life Smiles Hiking: DCD537
Standard Mount (not shown): DSF20P-200 White/Blue Birthday.
Card Shown: CRC229P Kraft Brown, scored and folded in half. Matt the
design onto green card. Punch a circle at the bottom of the front panel.
Punch a slightly smaller circle into a scrap of the green card and mount
behind the cutout. Place a small picture from the sheet onto the back
panel behind the circle. Add the extra bits from the sheet and add the
wording using XL563U-03 and XL564U-03.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 3: Glue the bottom of the signpost. Glue the left edge of the pub
down too.
Layer 4: Glue the bottom of the picture down. Left man, don’t use a
sticky fixer on his left leg to allow it to be lower than the right leg. Centre
man, cut between the strap and jacket on the right and curve the strap
down. Cut between the legs and don’t use a fixer on the right leg. Glue
the pointing hand down. Right man, cut between the legs and don’t use
a fixer on the left leg. For all the rocks, place a sticky fixer in the centre
and glue both sides.
Layer 5: Glue the dog’s tummy above the left leg. Left man, glue the arm

at the shoulder, cut
under the nose, curve
the face down below
the cut and glue by the
ear. Centre man, cut
between the strap and
jacket, curve as before
and glue the pointing
hand down.
Layer 6: Glue the
arms at the shoulders.
Cut under the nose on
both, curving the face
down below the cut.
Glue the right man’s
head at the neck.

Life Smiles
Birdwatching:
DCD536
Standard Mount (not
shown): DSF20P-210
White/Blue Happy
Birthday.
Card Shown: SF01C-
153 Tuscan Brown.
Cut a 3.5cm strip from
the front panel and 
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Layer 3: Curve the pins down at both
sides and use a sticky fixer in the
centre only. Sticky fix the ball and 
the bounce using a pad behind each
bounce, glue the end of the bounce.
Right onlooker, curve both sides
down, cut above and below the nose
and curve the face down. Blonde
lady, curve the sides down. Cut the
pink man away from the group, curve
the sides of the body down.
Layer 4: Bowler, cut between the chin
and shirt and above and below the
nose. Curve the face down at the cuts
and curve the front of the shirt down.
Curve the edges of the bowling ball
down. Onlookers, cut above and
below the nose curving the face down
at the cuts, curve the back of the
head down. Glue the green arm at the
shoulder. Curve the blonde hair down
at the top.
Layer 6: Sticky fix the swipe where 
it crosses the arm and glue at both
ends. Sticky fix the arm and glue at
the bottom.

Life Smiles Rugby: DCD538
Standard Mount (not shown): 
DSF20P-200 White/Blue Happy Birthday.
Card Shown: SF01C-115 Regal Blue. 
The main design is matted onto black 
card before mounting, with a banner from 
the sheet mounted below, both using 
fixer pads. Add a 2.5cm wide green pearl 
strip to the right, cut from CNT130C. Add 
the blue dad letters from CDT005P using 
fixer pads and stick black peel-off dots 
on as shown, mine are from XL763U-03.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Glue the left end of the ball trail. 
Layer 3: Player 1, starting from the back 
left, cut from the chin to the ear and curve 
the arm down. Players 2 and 3, cut both 
sides of the arm and lift the arm. Player 4, 
cut along the back seam of the shorts 
curving the top part down, cut between 
the lower arm and the body, curve the 
body down.
Layer 4: Sticky fix the two single arms and 
glue at the shoulders. Cut between the 
ball trail and blue legs, sticky fix the blue 
player gluing the back leg down. Sticky fix 
the red player gluing the trail by the blue player’s leg.
Layer 5: Blue player, cut the back seam of the shorts
and curve the back part down, cut between the face
and shirt, curve the face down at the cut. Glue the
back shoulder down. Red player, cut the seam of 
the shorts and curve the bottom and back down at 
the cut.
Layer 6: Glue the arm at the shoulder.

Life Smiles Ten Pin Bowling: DCD540
Card 1: DSF20P-200 White/Blue Happy Birthday. The
design is matted onto black card before mounting and
the white sticker border is from XL632U-08.
Card 2: SF01C-130 Pearl Lime Green. The design 
is matted onto white card before mounting on fixer
pads. Make a black crossover border as shown using
XL633U-03. Add the ‘great day’ border from the 
découpage sheet and mount using sticky fixers. 
The rosette is from the die-cut sheet CDT005P and 
is mounted using fixer pads too. 
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Glue the left hand side of the monitor row, 
the bowling hoarding and the main picture, placing
sticky fixers from the centre to the right hand side. 



Square Stitching
By Sheila Davies
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TO MAKE THE CARD:

STITCHING INFORMATION:

Stitched On: 10 Count White Interlock 
Tapestry Canvas.

Stitch Count: Width 30 x Depth 30.

Card Mount: AP55U-56 Textura Ivory.

Tapestry Yarn: Red Multi Mix, White and
Ivory/Lurex.

This little square does not use much yarn, so it’s
perfect for using up leftovers from other tapestry
projects. Use any colours that look good together.

Bring a gold thread up at any corner in the gap 
between the inner pattern and the border and lay 
it along the gap. Using a new piece of gold thread
work the row of gold diagonal stitches along the gap
going over the laid thread, bending it around the 
corners as you come to work each side.

Make long gold stitches dividing the inner squares
(see above), then outline these four squares with long
stitches going across from corner to corner.

Place a piece of white card behind the work when
mounting to keep the colours bright.

The 10 count tapestry is wide 
spaced (right, actual size), so this 
chunky yarn is easily stitched 
through it. Stitch the design using 
varying length diagonal stitches 
as shown on the chart. 

Begin in the centre with the 
multi-colour yarn (shown in two shades of mauve), 
stitch each offset square in turn. Leave all the gold
threads until later.

Work the cream sections next as shown on the
chart then go on to the outer multi-colour border
working it as shown.



Dazzling Dad
By Lesley Ansell
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: CP164S Blue/Silver.

Card: MIR02C Silver and a Scrap of White.

Glitter Board: GB04A4 White/iridescent.

Fine Black Pen.

Small Star Punch: PPW201.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Star Embossing Folder or XL203U-02 Stars.

Ruler and Embossing Tool.

Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.

Sticky Fixers and Double Sided Tape.

Card Mount: ST02U-52 Popset White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

VARIATION:

The red die-cut dad sheet (CDT004P) looks great
when used on this type of card and combines per-
fectly with the die-cut découpage car (DCD504).

Actual Size

Actual Size

Begin by folding the card along the pre-scored
centre fold then open out a little and reverse the fold
on the multi-fold side. Now carefully zig-zag fold the
side-folds starting with the small front piece.

When cutting the blue/silver paper for the panels,
look at the photo and cut so the silver areas go where
shown. Cut a piece to fit each panel leaving 2mm of
white card showing all around then stick in place. 

Cut two Ds and an A from silver card, my letters
are from a funky template, if you don’t have anything
suitable, trace the similar letters from the diagram.

I used a star embossing folder to add the stars, but
randomly scattered outline star stickers give a very 
similar look, trim the stars to the 
edge of the letters as necessary. 

Add these silver letters to the card using sticky fix-
ers, the A and 2nd D are stuck by the lower part only.

Write the Father’s Day message onto a piece of
white card or use peel-off stickers then cut around 
to make the wording panel. Matt onto silver card 
and trim to leave a narrow border. Stick this banner
across the top of the large panel 
at a slight angle as shown.

Punch some silver stars and 
add as shown. Add the funky 
white glitter stars, these can be 
punched if you have a funky star 
punch or cut from the diagram.



Mini Motifs
By Robin Lynch
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Pale Blue Felt Sheet.

Glass Paints: GPP019 Opaque White, GPP016 Lemon,
GPP027 Vermillion, GPP022 Orange, GPP029
Turquoise and GPP024 Light Green.

Outliner: Black and Gold.

Fine Paintbrush and White Spirit.

Clear Acetate Sheet: PET01.

Plain White Paper and Kitchen Roll.

Cotton Buds and Small Sharp Scissors.

Glitter Glue: GLI44 Gold. 

Glue Stick and Masking Tape.

Card Mount: SF03U-27 Bright Blue.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

design, leaving 1cm around the edge. Stick onto
white paper using the glue stick. Place between
the pages of a heavy book for around 30 mins
then cut out with scissors. 

Cut a 6cm square of blue felt, stick onto the
card, mount the design then place into the book
again for a while. Make a border using glitter
glue with outliner dots as shown. Make a printed
greeting or use a peel-off sticker.

I’ve included this little boat too, it’s painted in
the same way, but without a background, so just
cut around the boat itself.

Actual Size Actual Size

Tape the acetate sheet over the diagram and use black
outliner to trace the black lines only. Allow to dry for about
45 minutes.

Always paint in a well ventilated area. Leave about 30
minutes between adjoining colours so they don’t bleed
into each other, but save time by painting different colour
areas that are not next to each other. Allow the paint to
flow from the brush into the area to be filled, rather than
using brush strokes.

Paint the motif using the colours shown on the photo.
The car body is painted in a mixture of red and orange, 

allowing the colours to
merge together as the
paint flows. 

Allow to dry for 24
hours then cut out the



Slot Sunflower
By Nikki Harvey
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Scrap Card (any colour).

Brown Card.

Bel Satin Ribbon: 
MTR22-50 Pale Yellow x 3m 

Organza Ribbon: 
MTR10-51 Gold x 3m.

Peel Off Stickers: 
XL775U-01 Wording and
XL703U-01 Narrow Borders.

Accent Beads: 
ACB15 Tortoiseshell.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Tracedown (carbon) Paper.

Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.

Sharp Scissors.

Medium Hole Eyelet Punch:
EYE030.

Dries-Clear Glue: ADH19.

Sticky Fixer Pads: ADH18.

Masking Tape: ADH33.

Double Sided Tape: ADH13.

Clear Tape.

Card Mount: DF06U-09 Lavender.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Make the flower centre from a 5cm circle of brown
card, I’ve added this to the diagram so you can trace
it if you like. 

Cover one side of the card with dries-clear glue.
Fold a sheet of paper in half and open out again.
Place the flower centre glue-side up on the paper
and cover with the accent beads, allow them to pile
up on top. Leave it like this and set aside, still on the
paper, to dry.

Cut a piece of scrap card to 13cm x 13cm and
stick firmly to the back of centre panel of the card
mount to reinforce it. This can be any colour as it
won’t show once the card is finished.

Lightly tape a piece of tracing paper over the dia-
gram. Trace the centre point of each dot and the ‘V’
shapes near the outer circle. Mark the corners of the
card mount onto the tracing paper too. 

Remove the tracing from the magazine and place
over the back of the card mount using the marked
corners for alignment over the panel. Slip a piece 
of carbon paper between them, tape in place and
transfer the dots and ‘Vs’ to the panel. 

Place the open card on the cutting mat and cut the
‘V’ shapes at the edge of the circle going through
both layers of card (the panel and the scrap piece).
Use the eyelet tool to punch the two offset rings of
holes near the centre. 

Begin working with the outer of the two rings of
holes. For each petal, cut 65mm lengths of each type
of ribbon and place the organza onto the shiny side
of the bel satin ribbon. This gives you the lovely 
organza texture, with the dense colour of the satin.

From the front of the panel, press one end of the
two ribbons through any hole in the blue ring, the
easiest way to do this is to push through with a ball 

These tortoiseshell beads are a
lovely subtle mix, making a perfect
centre for a bright sunflower.
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Card Mount

Scrap Card on Back
(inside)

Actual Size

Work the inner row of holes using the ‘V’ slots 
between each petal already worked in exactly the
same way to make the top layer of petals. 

On the back of the work, tape the ends near 
the tips towards the edge of the card, trimming 
as necessary to keep within the panel edge. Take 
the centre ones in to the centre, trim and tape in
place. Firmly stick the back flap of the card over 
the work.

Add the sticker border around the edge of the card
and the words across the two corners.

The glue on the flower centre should be dry by
now, shake the excess beads off onto the paper. 
Tip the beads back into the bag using the fold made
earlier to guide them in. Optional: To help stop the
beads flaking off, place the beaded centre back 
onto the paper, spray with hairspray and leave to 
dry again.

Place four stacks of two fixers around the back of
the beaded flower centre and press into place over
the petals making sure it is centred.

embossing tool (try PGT007). 
Otherwise thread both ribbons 
together into a ribbon needle and 
bring from the back to the front 
through any of the blue holes.

Take the other end of the ribbon 
through the ‘V’ slot in line with the 
hole. Shape the petal tip nicely 
and make sure the ribbon is not 
twisted. The ribbon will stay in 
place without fixing for now. Do 
the same for each hole in the blue ring using every 
other ‘V’ slot as shown.

On the back of the 
work, use clear tape 
to hold all the ends in 
place. Fold each end 
over the back of the 
petal as shown, when 
folding the tip ends, 
take care not to bend 
the point of the card too.



Dad’s Garden
By Mary Nicholls
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR002P Orange, SR005P
Pale Green, SR071P Green Texture,
SR138P Turquoise Gingham, SR228P
Light Kraft, SR230P Dark Kraft.

Corrugated Card: COR01 Light Recycled.

Handmade Paper: HND11A4 x 2 Brown.

Flowers: FLW02-15 Tiny Rosebuds,
FLW03-08 Small Rosebuds, FLW04-15
Medium Roses.

Gold Label Stickers: XL553U-01 Garden,
XL758U-01 Letters, XL760U-01 Café,
XL780U-18 Loopy Border.

Die-Cut Tag: SRT03P Green Meadow.

Ribbon: MTR20-71 Sand.

Paper Punch: PPW404 Ash Family.

Craft Knife and Scalloped Scissors.

Pencil and Ruler.

Sticky Fixers and Double Sided Tape.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and Silicone Glue.

Card Mount: DF06U-14 Dark Brown.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a curved edge across the top of each panel on
the card mount using the diagram for the shape. Cut
an 8 x 8cm aperture from the centre of each panel.

Using a knife and ruler cut 5mm wide strips from
the brown handmade paper. Stick a length of double
sided tape around the outside edge of the first aper-
ture. Using the grid from your craft mat to keep all the
strips at the same angle, neatly stick the handmade
paper strips across in a diagonal pattern to make the
trellis effect. Repeat this on each panel.

Place a centre piece, cut from one of the apertures,
onto the handmade paper and draw around it, mark 
a box 2cm out around this line to make a 10cm
square. Cut along both lines to make a frame, then
repeat five times to make six frames in all.

Apply double sided tape to the back of one frame
and carefully stick over the first aperture, hiding the

7mm

7m
m

7m
m

7mm

15mm 15mm 15mm

This design doesn’t fit an envelope or box,
as it has a lot of depth, but it makes a perfect
accompaniment for a gardening present. 

strip ends, turn the card over and add another frame
to the back of this trellis too. Do the same to the
other two apertures to finish the trellis work.

Cut the peel-off umbrella from the pole while it is
still on the sheet. Stick the top part onto the gingham
paper and trim to the sides of the umbrella leaving
the bottom edge untrimmed. 

Cut a frill along the bottom of the umbrella at about
5mm from the sticker edge using the scalloped scis-
sors. Decorate with a blue loopy border and fold
along the sticker lines to make a 3d shape. Apply a
thin layer of P.V.A. glue along the side edges and stick
onto the middle fence panel (photo on next page).

Stick the pole onto a scrap of paper and cut along
the edges (leaving the base sticky). Stick this onto
the card under the top of the umbrella using glue on
the pole where it crosses the trellis only.

Cut a piece of corrugated card to 55 x 120mm for
the bench. On the back, draw a line along each side
at 7mm in from the edge and make the bench as
shown. Cut the two front legs from one of the slots
you previously 
cut out so the 
lines go up and 
down when 
they are fitted. 
Cut an oblong 
seat the same 
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VARIATION:
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35 x 70mm

22 x 70mm

22 x 70mm

Cut three small circles or use a punch if you have
one from the dark kraft paper. Stick onto the front of
the envelope and add letters to spell DAD. Tie the
ribbon onto a tag from the sheet, write your message
onto it and slide it into the envelope.

Card Blank Top Edge

Actual Size

width as the bench and 18mm deep. Use P.V.A. glue
to stick the pieces together, then stick onto the panel
in front of the parasol stand.

To make the bird table, cut a 12mm x 80mm strip
of dark kraft paper and stick in place. Cut a 35mm
square from dark kraft paper then cut a 20mm square
from the centre to make a frame. Back this with a
square of light kraft paper and add to the upright.
Make the crossover top from 7mm x 50mm strips of
paper cutting the ends at a slight angle.

Cut a piece of orange paper 20 x 60mm and an-
other to 10 x 60mm. Stick the narrower piece onto
the larger with a sticky fixer in the middle and glue at
each end. Attach onto the card using a sticky fixer in
the middle and glue at the ends as before. 

Punch out different sized leaf shapes from both of
the green creative papers. Use your scissors or the
pencil to gently curl each leaf then stick into place on
the card with silicone glue using the photo to guide
you. Try not to actually stick the leaves across the
fold of the card. 

Cut the stems from the flowers and buds close to
the heads and use silicone to stick them amongst the
leaves and in the box as shown.

Make a small envelope from light kraft paper using
the diagram for size, fold and tape along the join and
stick onto the edge 
of the 3rd trellis.

Stick a gold fork 
and trowel onto 
a scrap of black 
paper and cut out. 
Use silicone glue to 
attach a rose and 
the tools onto the 
seat of the bench.

If you have to post your card, try this simpler ver-
sion instead. I’ve covered the front of the card with

dark kraft paper
(SR230P). The flow-
erpots are cut from
orange paper and
I’ve used a die-cut
banner (CDS039G)
for the message.



Bright Boats
By Alison Barrow
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR062P Blue Meadow Stripes.

White Card and Blue Card.

Shrink Plastic: SHR01.

Blue Ric-Rac Braid and White Cord x 1.5m.

Coloured Chalk or Pencils.

Fine Black Pen, Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Clear Glaze or Ultra Thick Embossing Powder.

4 Brads: BRA037 Red.

Coloured Eyelets: EYE214.

Eyelet Punch and Setter: EYE030.

Heat Gun and Standard Hole Punch.

Embossing Tool and Ruler.

Sticky Fixer Pad and Double Sided Tape.

Card Mount: SF01U-51 Hammer Blue.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a piece of blue striped paper to 140 x 195mm,
with the stripes going across as shown, use the 
diagram to mark the positions for the eyelets. Stick
this to the centre of the card front leaving a border of
blue showing around the edge then punch the holes
and set the eyelets.

Cut a 10cm square of white card and mark out a 
6 x 8cm oblong in the centre (this will be the back).
Mark lightly along the top and bottom edges at 5mm
intervals with a pencil. Place this square on an em-
bossing mat and use a ruler and embossing tool to
make a groove at each pencil mark, breaking the line
at the marked centre panel to leave it plain. 

Use a small eyelet punch to make six holes for the
ric-rac braid to go through at 20mm in from the sides
and 12mm from the bottom, spacing them about
3mm apart. Add the braid and tape to the back of the
panel to hold in place. Stick this panel onto an 11cm
square blue panel. Make a small hole in each corner
of the white panel, going through the blue too, and
add a red brad to each. Stick the finished panel to
the card mount, central side to side and approx. 3cm
from the top of the card.

Trace the large boat and nameplate pieces, cut out
and use these traced shapes as templates to cut the
shrink plastic to shape. 

1

2

Use the chalk (or coloured pencils) to colour the
items, it will look pale now but will darken quite a lot
as it shrinks. Write the name of your choice on the
nameplate. The holes for the nameplate need to be
about 8mm to fit the cord through after shrinking,
mark a circle in this size at each side where shown,
use the standard punch to make a ring of overlapping
holes then cut off the inner points.

Heat with a heat tool (or bake in the oven as per
the instructions), while it’s still warm cover with paper
and put under a book for a short while to get it nice
and flat. Use a gloss 3d glaze to cover the coloured
side and leave to dry, or cover with ultra thick em-
bossing powder and heat with the gun to melt, repeat
as required to get a smooth gloss. 

Feed one end of the cord 
through the top orange hole 
from the back then take it back 
through the top green hole, pull 
through until the ends are of 
equal length at the back. 

Bring each end back to the 
front at the top corner nearest to 
it and tie a reef knot making it 
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VARIATION:

Actual Size

Actual Size

This 5cm 
Circle Is The

Centre Hole Of
The Lifebelt

central on the card and not too tight, allowing it to pull down to just
above the boat panel (see main photo). Feed each end back through 
the next hole down (turquoise and yellow) then bring each end back 
to the front through the next pair of holes (yellow and turquoise).

Tie another reef knot so it is positioned in the centre and about 8mm
below the boat panel when pulled down. Thread the cord through the
nameplate from the back to the front and use a sticky fixer to hold it in
place on the card. Take the cord down at the corners and back up in 
the centre, tying another reef knot to secure. Tie a knot in each end 
of the cord at about 10-15mm from the last reef knot and trim to length.

Stick the boat into place on the panel using double sided tape and
add an insert to the inside of the card to cover the cords.

This lifebelt card uses some of my 
left over bits. The waves are chalk 
edged with red peel off stickers. The 
boat border is cut from creative 
paper (SR077P). 

If you want to make the lifebelt, 
you will need a 13cm circle with a
5cm circle inside it for the middle. 

Divide the ring into six and colour 
every other section in red. You can 
trace these spokes, place them in the centre of the ring and extend the 
lines over your diagram to divide the ring into evenly sized sections.



Perfect Parchment
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Translucent Paper: TR041P White Irides-
cent and TR045P Blueberry Iridescent.

Plain White Card 11cm x 11cm.

Peel Off Stickers:
XL648U-02 Happy Birthday.

Decorative Silver Button.

Pergamano Grid Template: PGA053

Fine Embossing Tool: PGT007.

Single Needle Tool: PGT011.

Pergamano Scissors: PGT016.

Pricking/Embossing Mat: PGA001 or PGA004.

Masking Tape: ADH33.

Sticky Fixers: ADH25.

Pencil and Ruler.

Card Mount: SF06C-110 Centura Snow White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Place the card face down and mark the back of the
front panel with a pencil line 7mm in from the 3 edges
and centre fold then work as follows. 

1. Place the template the same way around as the 
diagram and use the corner pattern at the top left,
shown red. Align this area of the template onto the
pencil lines drawn in one corner, get it roughly in
place through the eye shaped holes then check the
line runs through the centre of the pricking dots. Hold
in place with masking tape and prick all the holes
marked. Do the same for the other 3 corners.

Rub out the pencil lines and add the birthday stick-
ers to the front, between the pricked corners.

2. Align the corner of a piece of blue translucent
paper (plain-side up) with the top and right edge 
of the template, hold in place with masking tape. 
You can see the template through the paper easily
enough to emboss the scalloped border, the flower
designs in both corners and part of the flower design
along the edge as shown. Prick all the holes around
the scallops and the flower shapes. These areas are
all shown blue on the diagram.

Remove the translucent, twist it around 180º and
replace it to complete the square. The scallops to
the left of the blue lines will already be pricked, the 

Parchment craft can be a labour of love,
with tricky marking out and careful pricking
required, many a time I have ruined my
work by a badly placed hole or over enthu-
siastic embossing. 

These Pergamano templates take away
the laborious marking out and guide the
pricking, making it faster and easier to get
things right. The only tools you absolutely
need are a mat, a fine embossing tool, a
single needle tool and scissors. However,
the Pergamano multi-needle tools will
make pricking even quicker as the grids
use the same spacing.

1 2
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VARIATION:

I left off the square layer completely for this design,
and did more pricking on the card itself. I used a mix
of green and yellow for a summery look and added a
simple pearly white flower button. I’ve also used tiny
gold peel-off pieces on the card and the layers to
highlight different areas and add interest.

overlap is to help with alignment. Emboss and prick
the rest of the border. Remove the template and use
parchment scissors to cut between the dots around
the edge to remove it from the sheet.

3. Place the white translucent over the main circular
design with the plain-side up. Leave about 1cm 
between the edge of the design and the edge of the
sheet and emboss the shapes in the area marked 
yellow, leaving the diamonds flat as they will be cut
out later. Prick the scalloped edge and around the 
diamond shapes. Remove from the template and 
use the scissors to cut around the edge and to cut
out the diamond shapes.

4. Use blue translucent, plain-side up over the 
circular motif to the inner scallop, leaving about a
centimetre beyond the shape. Emboss the scallops
only then prick the holes marked green. Remove the
template and cut between the holes to separate.

5. Place white translucent over the template in the
same way and emboss the leaf shapes and dot pat-
terns shown in pink. Prick the groups of holes around
the embossed dots then prick the holes along the
edge of the pink circle, leaving out those crossed
through with a black line, and adding extra holes at
the end of the crescents by the leaf shapes and
shown by the black dots (see the actual size inset
section). Cut along the holes to cut out the shape. 

6. Use blue translucent over the larger petal motif 
in the centre of the template and emboss the larger
petals only. Prick the holes outside the petals and 
cut between the dots to remove from the sheet. 

Choose a decorative button for the centre of the
design and prick a ring of holes in a piece of white
translucent to show around the button (I did mine
freehand), and cut out.

Layer all the elements onto an 11cm square of
white card using sticky fixers on the blue translucent
square then double sided tape to fix the white over
this, placing it inside the dot border so it will not
show once the next layer is added.

Add the blue circle over this using sticky fixers
about 5mm in from the edges, and then the white 
circle, place the points of this so they fit between 
the pairs of blue scallops and use tape in the centre
where it will be covered by the blue flower.

Use a little double sided to hold the blue flower
then the white centre in place. 

If your button has a shank, cut a small slot, just
large enough to take the shank, through all the layers
of parchment and the white card. Place the button 
on the front with the shank going through to the
back, use a little bit of cocktail stick or rolled up
paper through the hole in the shank which will pull in
all the layers a little.

If the front looks a bit too rippled where it is pulled
in either use something thinner through the button or
use extra sticky fixers in the dips to smooth them.

If your button has holes instead of a shank, simply
prick through the buttonholes, going through all the
layers and stitch in place, pull the thread as tight as it
needs to be to make the layers look nice. Mount the
design onto the card using sticky fixers.

3 4

5 6



Little Grey Fergie
By Sue Walters
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card: CRE05C Black.

Paper: STD01P Stardream Silver,
Scraps of CNT129P Pea Green
and SR203P Grey Stripe.

Corrugated Card: COR01-12. 

Peel-Off Stickers: XL500U-02 
and -03 Borderlines and Tiny
Peel-Off Dots.

Wording Banner: CDS035G.

Bling Gems: GEM88 Red.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Tracedown Paper: TDW02.

Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive: PVA01.

Card Mount: AP48U-35 Black.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a piece of grey striped paper to a little larger
than the card front. Place the card so the wide border
is to the left and stick the paper in place taking care
to ensure the lines are vertical. Cut away the paper
covering the aperture. 

Using the wide black lines, make a border 3mm 
in from the edge of the panel then use medium black
lines to make another border 2mm in from the aper-
ture. Add a wide and medium silver border inside
each of the black borders with the edges touching.

Cut a piece of corrugated card to 135 x 110mm.
Trace and cut the grass from pea green paper and
stick along the lower edge of the corrugated card.
Stick in place behind the aperture then glue the card
closed. Put this aside for later.

To keep the pencil lines to the back of each piece,
turn each traced shape face down then trace onto
the back of the card instead of the front.

Trace the thick black outline of the complete 
tractor shape (1), including the small shape close 
to the top of the left front wheel (A). Use the trace-
down paper to transfer the lines to the back of the
black card and cut out, cut the small shaped hole 
at A. 

Trace all the separate numbered tractor parts from
the diagram. Use the tracedown paper to transfer

pieces 5, 7, 10 and 13 (steering wheel and tyres) 
to black card and all the other pieces to the silver
paper, cutting out all the marked holes.

Use the complete tractor diagram to guide you
while assembling. Pour a little P.V.A. glue onto an old
saucer and use a fine paintbrush or a cocktail stick 
to apply the glue to the back of each piece. Add the
pieces to the base in numerical order as follows.

Place the rear mudguard (2) up at the top right.
Add piece 3 in the position shown aligning the top
right of it with the curve on the base layer and the
lower tab with the base layer by the left front wheel.
The black base card will show through the holes cut
into this piece. 

Add the seat (4) aligning the outer edges with the
base again. Position the steering wheel (5), glue in
place, or glue at the base and use tiny bits of black
mini fixer (ADH26) to raise the top up if you want it to
really stand out. 

Add the silver inside of the right front wheel (6), 
positioning it as shown on the diagram. Then add the
tyre (7) over this piece aligning the outer curve with
the base layer.

Add the engine cover (8) aligning all the outer
edges with the base layer. Stick the silver inner wheel
piece (9) into place at the front left and add the tyre
(10) over it aligning the outer edges on the base. 

For the rear wheel, add the centre piece (11) first
positioning as shown on the diagram. Next add the
middle ring (12), again the diagram shows the posi-
tion, then add the tyre (13) aligning the edges with the
base layer. This completes the black and silver layers.
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Add all the sticker lines for shaping and detail
using the photo to guide you. To finish off use any 
little sticker dots and waste pieces placing them 
on the wheels, seat, front of the tractor and under
the steering wheel as shown in the photo.

Place the tractor into position on the card and then
carefully cut the borderlines with a craft knife at 
about 3mm out from all the points where the tractor
crosses them. Take the tractor off the card and peel
away the cut lines that would be underneath it. Use
sticky fixers to mount the tractor onto the card. 

Cut a couple of little birds from black card, fold in
half, unfold and stick in place by the body only so 
the wings are raised. 

Glue the banner onto pea green paper and cut
around to leave a 2mm wide border. Add a black
peel-off border inside the silver foiled line so it
matches the card style and glue into place. Add 
a few red gem flowers as shown to finish.

Above: This clip art barn interior looks great as an 
alternative background for my ‘Little Grey Fergie’
and even if you cannot find the same image, you 
may well find something that looks just as good.



Pearl Panel
By Hazel Lee
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

3mm Quilling Paper White with Pink Edge
(or plain white and a pink ink pad).

Wadding and White Silky Fabric.

Pink 3mm and 15mm Satin Ribbon.

Needle and Pink Thread.

Strung Pearl Beads: BEA25.

Peel Off Stickers: XL218U-02 Wording and
XL295U-02 Borders and Corners.

2 Green Leaves: LEA07.

Half Pearl Gems: GEM69.

4mm Round Pearl Beads and Oval Pearl Beads.

Pair of Compasses.

Quilling Tool.

Double Sided Tape: ADH13.

UHU General Purpose Adhesive: ADH01.

Card Mount: SF01C-106 Centura Pearl Baby

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a circle of white card measuring 80mm in dia-
meter. Cut a piece of wadding to the same size and 
a circle of fabric to approximately 100mm diameter.
I used a silky fabric with a pretty swirl pattern printed
onto it, a plain fabric with tiny peel-off dots would
look very similar.

Place a little bit of double sided tape in the centre
of the card disc and stick the wadding onto it. Turn
the disc wadding-side down and place double sided
tape around the edge of the circle, remove the back-
ing. Place the silky fabric over the wadding and fold
the edges to the back to give a neat and smooth
front, sticking it to the tape to hold it in place. Tape
this to the card front placing it central from side to
side and 2cm from the top edge.

1. Cut a 12cm length of quilling paper, loop in half
and glue the ends together for about 2cm of the
length. Make 12 of these.

2. Place the glued end into a fine quilling tool and
wind to leave a loop as the picture. 

3. Pinch the loop to give a shorter straight side and a
lovely curved side to the loop. If using pink edged,
make 6 with the coil at one end and 6 at the other.

4. Make 2 loose coils using 5cm lengths and allowing
them to expand to about 8mm diameter.

5. Use a 10cm length to make a loose coil and pinch
to a teardrop.

If using plain white quilling paper, place them all 
on a clean sheet with half the scrolled loops one end
and the rest with the scroll at the other. Press an ink
pad lightly onto the shapes to colour the top edge.

Use the actual size photo on the following page 
for guidance. Begin at the top of the circle. Place 
two of the scrolled shapes, coils together at the 12
o’clock position. Glue in place using UHU, making 

1

All Approx. Actual Size

2 3 4 5
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RIBBON FLOWERS:

VARIATION:

This version features a panel with punched edges
(PPU161) mounted onto a white card. The circle is a
disc of white card covered with angel hair paper and
mounted using sticky fixers. I’ve kept the colours
simple by using white leaves and silver ribbon. 

All the pretty glitter hearts, both outline and filled
are from ZL800U-42. The small glitter hearts are
placed into the punched border holes and the outline
hearts for the corners are stuck onto silver card, cut
out and mounted using sticky fixers.

the straight part bend along the padded circle.
Add another scroll to each side placing the
looped side next to the one that is already on
the card then add another each side placing
the coiled end next to the coil already on the
card. 

Do the same again, working from the bot-
tom centre and up both sides, there will be a
little gap at 3 o’clock and 9 o’clock, use the
loose coils to fill this gap. Add the teardrop
shape between the two coils at the bottom of
the circle.

Glue a round pearl between each pair of
coils and an oval pearl at each join between
the loops.

Actual Size

6 7 8

the work using the picture for guidance. Stick silver
corners to the card corners and add the border 
between them. Finish with a tiny half pearl on each
corner and one on the pink bow.

Thread a sewing needle with a 15cm length 
(approx) of pink thread. Cut five 4cm lengths 
of 15mm pink ribbon. Please note: these dia-
grams are much smaller than actual size. 

6. Fold one of the pieces of ribbon at a right 
angle in the centre (if you are using a single 
sided ribbon it should be face down) making 
an ‘L’ shape. 

7. Fold point 1 back to meet behind point 2 
and creasing at point 3, place the two ends neatly 
together (see pic 8 for (face down) shape result). 

8. Use the threaded needle to nip the fabric at each
corner, going through both layers of ribbon. Leave
this petal on the needle and make 4 more in the 
same way, placing each one on the needle as it is
done and keeping them all face down.

Once all five petals are done, slip them along the
needle and onto the thread, remove the needle and
tie the thread into a loop pulling it so the petals form
a flower, each petal will get a lovely dip in the centre
which gives a nice shape. Tie off firmly and leave the
thread long. 

Thread the needle with the longest of the ends,
take through the centre of the flower to the front, add
a bead and go back through the flower. Add more
beads in the same way to form a nice flower centre,
you will need 6 or 7 beads to circle the first. Tie off
the thread and cut off the excess.

Glue the two leaves to the circle as shown, add
3 or 4 lengths of pearl beading to look nice, then
glue the flower over the top.

Add the peel-off wording, scrolls and bow below



My Cake Shop
By Sarah Bennett
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR205P Pastel Pink
Stripes and SR223P White/Pink Dots.

Creative Paper Pack: 
CPA005 Mixed Dots.

Brown Pearl Card and White Card.

Acetate Sheet: PET01.

Peel Off Stickers: ZL758U-50, ZL759U-50
Letters, ZL711U-50 3.5mm Borders,
XL564U-02, XL563U-02 Letters, 
XL500U-02 Lines, XL769U-02 Swags.

Pink Flower Brad: BRD111.

Small Gems (to match cake colours).

Ink Pads or Pens (to match cake colours).

Brown Peel-Off Pen: LUM01.

Embossing Tool.

Craft Knife, Ruler and Cutting Mat.

Sticky Fixers and Double sided Tape.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Card Mount: GFA26U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

1. Lay the card open and face down on the cutting
mat with the aperture on the left as shown. Score a
fold line 1cm to the right of the pre-scored fold line
near the aperture (shown pink). 

1a. Score three more fold lines on the small panel at
the right, measuring from the pre-scored line each
time. Make the first at 1cm (blue), the next at 2.5cm
(green) and the last one at 3.5cm (mauve).

2. Fold the card into a box shape along all the folds
with a small folded end panel as shown, then unfold.

3. Place the open card face up and cover the aper-
ture panel with the pink stripe paper (leave the paper
covering the aperture for now). Cut a 6cm wide strip
of paper to cover the opposite end as shown. 

3a. Cut a 10cm square of brown pearl card, place
over the aperture panel leaving an even border at the
top at both sides (hold up to the light to check the
frame will be even) then stick in place. Turn the card
over and use a knife and ruler to cut away the paper
and the centre of the brown card over the aperture.

Cut a piece of white/pink dot paper to fit the aper-
ture panel and place inside the card over the back of
the panel with the white side showing through, mark
the aperture onto the paper and cut it out using a
knife and ruler. Put aside for now.

I love cupcakes and the Martha Stewart
punches are fabulous, so I just couldn’t 
resist making a card using this pretty stamp
and punch cupcake design. 

1

1a

2

33

3a
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TO MAKE THE CAKES:

There are three silicone rubber stamps, stored 
beneath the button on the top of the punch, with a
whole cake, cake top and cake case. These stamps
cling to the underside of the button to make up the
stamp. I used just the cake case stamp on a combi-
nation of stardream pearl paper and dotty paper. 

Use whatever you have and stamp lots of different
tops and bottoms using any stamp pads or pens you
may have. I used Marvy-le-plume pens on some and
chalk pads on others (though I tried everything and
picked what I liked from these). 

Stamp all images with the top to the edge of the
page so they will be the right way round when you
come to punch them. 

Punch 6 white card cakes to use as a stiff base
then the toppings are whole punches again and must
be punched coloured side down. I used the Marvy
pens to add the swirls as I liked this better than the
stamped toppings.

Punch the stamped cases, hold the punch so you
can see the stamped image, align it to the punch and
trim the top edge with scissors.

Glue the coloured cakes to the white backings,
place a mini fixer in the centre along the bottom,
curve the sides of the case down, place over the 
fixer and glue the sides down. Curve the sides of 
the complete cake down, add two fixers in the 
centre and stick to the cake stand. Add gems or
beads to decorate the cakes.

Add “may you …” in silver lower case letters along
the box section. Use the brown peel off pen to colour
the silver letters for the other wording, while still 
on the sheet then add to the card.

out and add a row of sticky fixers on the white side
by the fold, remove the backing and refold to make a
3d tablecloth. Stick this below the cake stand and
trim the bottom point to the card edge.

3.5cm

6.5cm

8.5cm

10.5cm

Measure across the inside 
back panel to find the exact
centre and make a light pencil 
line down the card. Mark four 
lines across this centre line as 
shown measuring from the bot-
tom edge each time.

The sticker sheet has a mix of sizes and designs,
choose the motifs shown by the different colours on
the diagram, placing them against the lines marked
on the card as shown. 

Use scalloped scissors to cut an 8cm square of
pink/white dots paper and fold diagonally in half.
Make a second fold about 5mm from the first, open

Cut a piece of acetate to 
10cm square. Draw a nice 
curve onto a piece of scrap 
paper, lay the acetate over 
the curve and spell out “Cup-
cake Queen” (or wording of 
your choice) in pink glitter 
letters. Add a silver line 
under the words. Use double 
sided tape to stick this into 
the aperture from the back.

Cut a small slot through 
the brown frame, the card 
and the acetate and fix the 
brad in place adding about 
10cm of silver thread to hang 
the sign from. Cover the 
back of the aperture panel 
with the paper cut earlier to cover all the messy bits.
Add a pink border around the aperture.

Make the open sign from the same paper, card and
stickers. Stick the silver thread to the back, trim off
the ends and use sticky fixers to hold it on the card.

Measure 5.5cm down the scored line 
shown green on diagram 1, make a 
small pencil mark, then another at 2cm 
further down. Make a thumbnail cut as 
shown right (actual size), with the curve 
towards the open end of the little flap. 

Place double sided tape on the pink 
side of the narrow end panel, fold along 
the scored lines leaving the thumbnail 
unfolded. Remove the tape backing 
and stick the box section in place.



Dad’s Lock Up
By Jean Brown
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card: CNT116C Black Pearl, STD24C White
Stardream, CH025 Red Gloss and 
MIR02C Silver Mirri.

Peel-Off Stickers: ZL708U-82 Bows, XL500U-02
Borders, XL201U-02 Stars, XL563U-03 Letters,
XL562U-02 and -03 Numbers, XL667U-03 Letters,
XL603U-03 Letters, XL147U-02 Motifs, XL180U-
02 Presents and XL707U-02 Tiny Dots.

Acetate Sheet: PET01.

Peel-Off Pens: LUM01.

Tracedown (carbon) Paper: TDW02.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Embossing Tool.

Craft Knife, Cutting Mat and Ruler.

Black Sticky Fixer Pads: ADH26.

Double Sided Tape: ADH13.

UHU General Purpose Adhesive.

Card Mount: GF01M-83 Stardream Quartz.

TO MAKE THE GARAGE: Cut four pieces of black card to 15mm x 68mm
and sticky fix to the doors as shown (top and bottom
dark grey strips), these go over the first diagonal
bars, place the sticky fixers so they miss the cross-
points. Cut two strips just slightly shorter at about
64mm long for the centre bars and attach as before
avoiding the cross bar with the fixers. Add tiny dot
stickers onto both doors to represent the nails. 

Each peel-off present on the XL180 sheet has two
complete oblong waste pieces between the outlines,
and these are the perfect size for 
the hinges on the garage door. 
Place one oblong on the door in 
each of the positions shown, then 
add one on the wall right next to 
each already on the gate. 

Find the strips of three joined flowers on the XL147
sheet. Cut the flowers apart in six of these strips
while they are still on the sheet. Peel the individual
flowers from the sheet and apply one from each end
of the strip to each pair of hinge oblongs as shown
with the cut edges facing each other.

Make each door handle using the centre of a silver
“0” placed upright and the actual “0” placed side-
ways over it.

Fold the card and emboss lines across the two
front panels at 17mm intervals using a fine tool and a
ruler. Add vertical lines to the top 2 rows, placing one
line down the centre of 
each panel on the top 
row. Then on the second 
row add two lines on 
each panel offset from 
the top row to make a 
brick pattern, see the 
close up detail here.

Make the doors next. 
Trace the door from the diagram on the next page
and transfer to the back of the black pearl card twice,
turning the tracing over for the second door. 

Cut the doors out and add the plank marks using
the embossing tool and a ruler at 1cm intervals
across them. Stick the doors to the card front, use
sticky fixers and align with the bottom edge and 
centre join of the card.

Cut two strips of black to 14mm x 115mm, use
sticky fixers to attach one to each door going across
at an angle as shown (light grey piece on diagram).
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Actual Size

Cut two pieces of white card to 22mm x
35mm and make the signs using the black
letter stickers before sticking into place with
double sided tape.

TO MAKE THE PRESENTS:

Colour three clear bows, a medium strip of
silver border, about 15 dots and about 18
stars with the red peel off pen leaving them
on the sheet for now.

Cut the present shapes shown in the dia-
gram (right) and stick the tops onto the
boxes, decorating each with the red stars or
the spots as shown on the car photo. Place a

TO MAKE THE CAR:

Make the car up on the assembly diagram before sticky 
fixing it onto the card.

Trace the large back piece which includes the seats and
tyres (thick black line, filled grey) and the steering wheel then
transfer to the back of the black pearl card. Cut them out and
use the embossing tool to add a little detail onto the seats
and add tyre treads. Use sticky fixers to hold the steering
wheel in place over the seat.

Use the red line to trace the body, roof and wing mirror
piece and transfer to the back of the red card. Cut just the
hole for the windscreen then roughly cut a piece of acetate
large enough to fit behind the hole. Place double sided tape
around the hole on the card (white side), and stick the acetate
in place. Finish cutting out the body, trimming the card and 

couple of sticky fixers on the back of each present near the
lid and double sided tape along the bottom edge.

Trace the outline of the presents and roof rack. Place over
the inside panel on the card, centre them up with the top
present close to the top edge of the card and go over with an
embossing tool to mark the positions. 

Beginning with the back present (top of the stack of three),
add them all to the inside of the card at the angles shown.
Add the red coloured border strips to the presents to look like
ribbon (see photo again) and stick the 3 bows on. 

Make a little printed or hand written tag to complete if 
desired using the diagram for the shape and size. 

Add the roof rack over the presents using wide silver strips
for all except the low cross bar which uses a narrow strip.

Actual Size
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acetate at the same time. Use sticky fixers below
the windscreen and by the tyres to fix into place
on the large black seat & tyre piece. 

Trace the blue lines for the bonnet and green
lines for the wings then transfer these to the
back of the red card and cut out. 

Add the wings to the car using double sided
tape at the top and sticky fixers at the bottom. 

Use double sided tape across the whole top
edge of the bonnet and sticky fixers around the
bottom curve to stick into place on the car. 

Add the bonnet details using a narrow silver
borderline down the centre and a wide border
along the top edge curving to shape as you go.

Cut two circles from silver for the headlamp
rims and use double sided tape to stick into
place. Cut the lights from white pearl card and
emboss with lines at about 1mm apart before
sticking over the silver rims.

Use sticky fixers to stick the completed car to
the card, making sure the roof rack does not
show through the windscreen, trim the ends of
the silver strips if necessary.

Make a number plate from black and white
card, add peel off letters and a dot to each cor-
ner for the screws. Add the Father’s day greeting
around the car from the individual letter sheets. 

Actual Size



Football Fan
By Sadie Deamer
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TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a piece of dotty paper to 190mm x 138mm and
glue onto the centre of the card front. Stick lines of
green glitter dotty borders neatly along the edges 
of the paper. 

Make the pitch by cutting a piece of green vivelle
to 11 x 15cm, stick onto white card and trim neatly.

Add wide white borders all around the pitch at
about 4mm in from the edges. Make the goal areas 
at the centre of each short edge using narrow white
lines. The inner oblong is 5mm x 25mm and the outer
one 7mm x 50mm. Add a small white sticker dot to
each inner oblong (see photo).

Add a narrow white line across the centre to divide
the pitch. Cut a 5cm circle from white vinyl using 
a punch, pair of compasses or by drawing around
something about the right size. 

Carefully cut the centre from the circle to leave a
4mm wide ring. Cut the centre from the inner piece
again to leave a smaller 3mm wide ring. 

Stick the wider ring over the centre of the pitch and
trim the other ring to make the crescent shapes in
front of each goal.

Add the black gems as shown on the photo and
use a sticky fixer to mount the ball in the centre.
Mount onto the card at an angle using sticky fixers. 

Trace the banner shape from the diagram and cut it
out. Mount onto the card using sticky fixers and add
a green happy birthday banner also using fixer pads.

Press out the large, complete ‘dad’ from the die-
cut sheet. Cut a piece of black vinyl large enough to
cover the letters, peel the backing and place face-
down on the work surface. Turn the ‘dad’ face-down
as well and place over the sticky side of the vinyl,
then cut around the letters.

Press out the next size down individual ‘dad’ let-
ters. Cut a piece of green vinyl to fit each letter then
cover and cut out as before. Mount the green letters
over the black using sticky fixers then add to the 
card in the position shown also using fixer pads.

Actual Size

I wanted the ‘DAD’ to match the
colours in my design, so I covered it
in green and black glitter vinyl, which
also makes it very sparkly.

MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Dotty Creative Paper: 
SR224P White/Green.

Vivelle: VIV12A4 Green.

White Card.

Creative Die-Cut: CDT005P 
Blue Dad (any colour will do).

Die-Cut Banner: CDS039G 
Happy Birthday.

3mm Bling Gems: GEM66 Black.

Football: ACC067.

Gold Label Stickers: XL513U-03 
Mixed Words, XL500U-08 Lines, 
XL729U-08 Dots, ZL793U-55 Dotty Borders,
PXL00U-08 Plain and PZL00U-55 & -53 Plain.

Tracing Paper, Pencil and Craft Knife.

Sticky Fixers and P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Card Mount: SL01U-43 Linen White.



Paper Windmills
By Charlotte King
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

2 x Mini Pic Sheets: MP035 Swirls.

Centura Pearl Card: 
CNT129C Pea Green, CNT134C Dark Chocolate.

Gold Label Peel-Offs: XL715U-01 Wording.

Pink Mini Brads: BRA043.

Pair of Compasses.

Scissors.

Craft Knife, Cutting Mat and Ruler.

Mini Fixers: ADH18 & Double Sided Tape: ADH13.

Card Mount: SF06C-134 Dark Chocolate.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut out all 16 small squares on one mini picture
sheet. Use a craft knife and ruler for this to keep the
cuts nice and straight and use the cutting marks
around the edge to help keep them all the correct
size. The colour of the finished windmill depends on
how you begin the folding.

1. Place the square face down and diagonally as
shown with the pink corner at the bottom. 

2. Bring the pink corner up and fold along the centre
of the diagonal square. 

3. Fold the left side across as shown matching the
point to the centre point. 

4. Do the same with the right side.

1 2

3 4

5 6

7

8

5. Cut down the centre between the two folded sides
of the shape using a pair of scissors. Take care not to
cut the folded edges that meet along the centre line.

6. Place the blue half as shown and fold the top, blue
triangle back on itself aligning the left edges to make
the dart shape shown.

7. Place the yellow/green 
half as shown and fold 
the top, yellow triangle 
back on itself aligning 
the right edges to make 
the dart shape shown.

Fold all sixteen small 
squares in this way, and 
you will have a set of 
16 blue/mauve darts to 
make the blue wheel, and 
a set of 16 orange/red 
darts to make the orange 
wheel. Keep these two 
sets aside for later.

8. Cut the 16 small squares from the 2nd sheet and
fold in the same way, but begin with the yellow sec-
tion of the square at the bottom ready to fold.
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VARIATION:

Once you’ve made the first card, you will have all
the large squares left, I used these to make a fabu-
lously deep windmill. To do this work through to step
4. Leave out 5 (i.e. don’t cut in half), then fold the left
triangle back on itself as described in step 6. Assem-
ble the segments as for the first windmills. 

This wheel is mounted onto a springfold card using
the large pattern panels fron the mini pic sheets be-
hind the main design and underneath to decorate the
base of the card.

Make the other 3 circles in the same way. You will
need to reverse the direction (work anti-clockwise) 
for the orange and green wheels as shown above.

Cut the green card to 135mm x135mm, and on the
white side, use the compasses to draw a 63mm circle
in two diagonally opposite corners, place the point 
of the compass 38mm from the edges. Carefully cut
out these circles to leave two apertures. 

Place the card face down, add the green panel
face down on the back of the front panel with one of
the apertures positioned top left, as you look at it.
Make sure the panel is centrally positioned and care-
fully draw around the inside of the top left aperture. 

Carefully cut a little inside the pencil line to make
an aperture in the card panel so the aperture is a
couple of millimetres smaller than the one on the
green card. You will be using both the circle and the
aperture so take extra care with your cutting.

10
Stick the green panel to the front of the card, mat-

ching the apertures. 

Make a small slot in the centre of the brown circle
cut from the card front. Push a pink brad through the
very centre of the green windmill then through the
slot and bend the prongs out.

Fold the card closed and stick the green windmill
to the back panel through the aperture to ensure they
line up properly.

Place a brad through the centre of the orange
windmill and bend the prongs out. Stick this wheel in
the centre of the circle cut through the green card.

Cut 2 squares of brown card at 55mm, cut a small
slot in the centre of each and mount the other two
windmills using brads. Use sticky fixers to mount
these into place on the card.

Use the wording strips to add the greeting as
shown in the main photo. Place the centre of each
strip first, positioning a ‘happy’ on the top centre and
‘birthday’ on the bottom centre.

9a 9b 9c

You now have two more sets of 16 shapes, which will make the green 
and red wheels. 

As you assemble the wheels you will notice that one half of each 
colour-pair will go clockwise and one anti-clockwise because 
they were cut from opposite sides of the square at step 5.

9a. Assemble the blue wheel as follows. Place one 
dart as shown and add a small piece of double 
sided tape over the mauve part. 

9b. Place the 2nd piece over the1st, with the blue 
over the mauve area and matching the blue patterns
as shown. Add a small square of double sided 
tape to the mauve part of the second piece.

9c. Add the next piece in the same way 
and add the tape as before. 

10. Work round the circle 
with all 16 pieces in the 
same way, adding tape 
to each mauve piece. As 
you work, the windmill 
will make a slightly 
cupped shape. Tuck the 
last mauve edge under 
the first piece and stick 
in place. 



See Through Cards
By Sue Dyke
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TO MAKE THE CARD:

1. Cut a piece of acetate to 208mm x 152mm (the
exact same size as the unfolded card blank). Score
along the centre and fold in half. Put this aside for
later use.

2. Place the card open and face up as shown, then
measure and mark 20mm and 40mm from both sides.
Score along all four of these lines using a scoring/
embossing tool.

3. Cut two pieces of star paper to 60mm x 144mm
and, making sure the card is still face up, stick one
piece centrally onto each large panel. 
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This is a follow-up from my article
‘Twice As Nice’ in the last issue, but
this time the cards feature great sub-
jects for men or boys.

I love the way you can add elements
to the clear part of these designs so
they give the impression of floating in
the air. As you can see it works for
many different subjects and materials.

2 3

4

5

1

MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Clear Acetate Sheet: PET01.

Creative Paper: SR047P Space 
Borders and SR048P Stars.

Collage Sheet: CS007 Space Panels.

Gold Label Stickers: 
XL408U-02 Happy Birthday and 
PZL00U-72 Holographic Vinyl.

Embossing/Scoring Tool: ET002.

Craft Knife, Ruler and Cutting Mat.

12mm Double Sided Tape: ADH16.

Card Mount: SF03U-43 Linen White.

4. Fold the card along 
the centre line. Fold up 
(outwards) along the 
40mm line on both 
sides, then down along 
the 20mm lines to make 
a mini tent shape on 
each side. Run lines of 
double sided tape along 
the outer flap only on 
the front and back of 
the card, leaving the
backing on for now.

5. Cut the large Earth/
Moon panel from the 
collage sheet, stick to 
the holographic vinyl 
and cut to leave a nar-
row silver border. Do the 
same for a red rocket 
panel and the orange/yellow planet square. Arrange
these on one star panel, using the picture to guide
you and peel the backing from the vinyl to stick in
place. Choose three panels the same sizes as these 
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VARIATIONS:

You can use any sized card to
make these designs, just remem-
ber to cut your acetate to the
same size as the original opened
out card. All of the designs in this
article use SF03 size cards. The
main card on my previous article
was made using an SF06 square
card, which gives a little more area
for decoration on the card.

Above: This D.I.Y. card uses peel
off stickers (XL742U) featuring all
sorts of tools and even nails and
screws, so there is plenty of scope
for variety. The background is tan
gingham paper (SR139P) with
panels and borders cut from black
card with a white base, then sand
the edges to allow some white to
show through giving a distressed
look, try Centura pearl black
(CNT116C).

Left: My golf card uses printed
paper (SR129P) for the main 
panels. The black peel off stickers
(XL433U) are stuck onto silver foil
card (FLE02) then cut out before
mounting. The borders are green
foil card (FLE05).

for the reverse side of the card, mount
onto silver as before, then arrange and
stick into place on the panel.

6. Note: Keep the following panels to the
top of the acetate, no lower than 37mm
from the top edge is ideal as this will keep

small outer panels as shown, trim-
ming the paper to the card edges.
This will hide the tape holding the
acetate in place.

Add a happy birthday sticker 
to the front border, and another to
the back if you like, so the recipi-
ent can choose the side they 
prefer to display as the front.

8

37mm

6

7them above the card after assembly.
Cut four small square panels of your
choice and add double sided tape 
to the back of each. Start with the
square on the right, placing it on the
front outside surface of the acetate.
Add the left square placing it on the
inside back surface of the folded 
acetate, and with the picture facing
the front panel. 

7. Turn the acetate around so the
backs of the panels are facing you
then place a new square exactly be-
hind each panel, one inside and one
outside the folded acetate. 

8. Peel the backing from the tape 
on the flaps, slip the acetate over 
the card as shown and press onto
the tape. Cut a 20mm deep star 
border including the blue strips
above and below and cover the two



Here Be Pirates!
By Debbie Brothwood
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Mixed Die-Cuts: CDT007P Pirates, CDT008P
White Tags, CB038P Pirate Borders and 
2 x CIM502A Pirate Images.

Creative Paper: 2 x SR001P Random Cream.

Mountboard: CMB02 Dark Brown.

Selection of Brown and Yellow Card.

Ribbon: MTR22-75 x 3 Bel Satin 15mm Brown, 
MTR14-75 Brown and -00 White 7mm Organza.

Brown and Gold 1/8” Eyelets.

Ink Pads or Fluid Chalk Pads: Black and Brown.

Brown Button, Thread and Needle.

Corner Rounding Scissors: CCU03.

Tweezers and Sharp Scissors.

Craft Knife and Ruler.

Glue Stick: ADH07 and Sticky Fixers: ADH05.

Double Sided Tape: ADH13.

PREPARATION:

Measure and cut five 13.5cm x 20cm panels of
brown mountboard for the base pages of the book. 

Cut five pieces of the random cream paper just a
little smaller at 12.8cm x 19.5cm and prepare these
as follows. Begin by running the blade of an open
pair of sharp scissors backwards and forwards 
along each edge of the paper to roughen. Use the
tweezers to rip out small pieces from along the 
paper edges and make a few small rips along the
edges too. 

Run a brown ink or chalk pad and then a black
pad along all the edges of the paper. Then, for one
piece only, scrunch up the prepared paper, unfold 
it again and flatten out.

Not many children can resist the lure and excite-
ment of pirates, and this book is full to the brim 
with piratey pages. If you find the whole thing too 
complex or you don’t have much time, you can 
use any of the pages to make a fabulous card,
decorating just as many panels as you like.

This project needs a bit of thought, but once
you’ve understood the principle of how it works 
you will get the idea. I made up a small version with
card and string first, you could find this helps too.

TO MAKE THE BOOK:

2cm

2cm

2

Cut three 100cm lengths of the brown bel satin 
ribbon and attach as follows to the white side of one
of the mountboard pieces (this will be page 2). 

Glue the ends of three lengths of ribbon to the card
as shown below (glued parts shown darker), the glue
does not go all the way to the edge of the card on the
centre strip. Turn the panel over so the brown side is
up with the long ribbons to the right. This will be page
1, see the diagram at the top of next page. 

I’m going to explain how to make the book without
any decoration, but you will 
actually have to decorate the 
bits of the pages that go under 
the ribbon as you go. Just work 
the page instructions where 
mentioned (1, 2, 3, etc.) using 
the photos to guide you, then 
go back to finish the remaining 
bits of the pages later (1a, 2a, 
3a etc.).
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The assembly is a lot easier than it sounds, with
the ribbons simply alternating over and under each
panel. The brown panels always have two ribbons,
and the white just the centre ribbon across them, see
the diagram above, with page 1 shown at the right.
Because of the way the book is assembled, you will
be decorating the front and back panels alternately.

1. Work page 1 instructions, then bring the loose
ends of the top and bottom ribbons only over the
panel, and making sure they are still in line, glue
about 1cm of each ribbon close to the folded ends
only leaving the rest free. 

2. With the middle ribbon to the left, work page 2 
instructions onto the back of this panel, then bring
the free end of the middle ribbon only over the page
keeping it central and glue in place near the right
hand edge of the page.

3. Work page 3 instructions onto the next panel, then
bring the top and bottom ribbons over the page (the
middle ribbon goes underneath, see step 4 below),
and glue along the length of both ribbons.

4. Turn the book over and work page 4 instructions,
then bring the centre ribbon across the page without
gluing. 

5. Work page 5 instructions onto the next panel, then
bring the centre ribbon over the page using glue
close to the right hand end only. 

6. None of the elements on page 6 go under the 
ribbon, so just turn the book over and glue the top
and bottom ribbons across the page.

7. Work page 7 instructions onto the next panel, then
bring the top and bottom ribbons over the page (the
middle ribbon goes underneath, see step 8 below),
and glue along the length of both ribbons.

8. Turn the book over and work page 8 instructions,
then bring the centre ribbon across the page without
gluing. 

9. Work page 9 instructions onto the last panel, then
bring the free end of the middle ribbon only over the
page keeping it central and keep in place with a dab
of glue near both edges of the page. Fold the end of
the centre ribbon around to page 10, cut at about 
half way across the page and glue down.

1

Page 1. Cut a 19.5cm length of cream paper and tear to about
3.5cm wide. Roughen and ink the edges as previously described.
Cut a strip of pirate border to the same length and stick on the
paper before gluing both in place. Cut a 10cm length of cream
paper, tear and roughen as before and add to the top right.
Finish Later:
Page 1a. Add a brown rivet to each end of the brown/gold pirate
banner then sticky fix in place over the top ribbon. Sticky fix the
die-cut circle pieces and gold pirate banner shown in place.

2-W3-B5-W9-W 7-B 2-W9-W 5-W7-B 3-B 1-B4-W6-B8-W10-B

Leave 2-3mm gaps
between each panel
to allow for folding

Paler page numbers
for reverse side

B = Brown Panel
W = White Panel

10. Nothing to do before the ribbons, so bring the 
top and bottom ribbons over page 10, cut close to
the left edge of the page and glue down.

At this point you will have worked the first instruc-
tions for each page. Now go to each ‘finish later’
page instruction and complete the book. 
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Page 2. Glue the panel of cream paper that you roughened and
scrunched earlier and while the glue is still wet, use your fingers to
slide the paper around to create creases, folds and bumps.
Finish Later:
2a. Glue the map in place then glue the other pieces on top, don’t
press the pieces down too hard, just allow them to stick to the high
parts of the scrunched paper. Sticky fix the ship in place.

Page 3. Cut a 13cm x 3.5cm piece of cream paper to create 
a pocket, tear along the long edge then roughen and ink all
edges as before. Add double sided tape to all but the top edge
and stick in place along the bottom of the panel. 
Finish Later:
3a. Add a border along each ribbon. Matt the large sticker
onto layers of brown and yellow card and glue in place along
with the treasure chest and coins. Apply small and medium
stickers to three tags, tie a short length of brown organza 
ribbon through each and tuck into the pocket as shown.    

Page 4. Cover the panel with one 
of the roughened cream papers from
earlier.
Finish Later:
4a. Make two frames by rounding all
corners of a 6.5cm square of brown
card. Cut a 3.5cm square from the
middle of each frame either using a
paper punch or with a craft knife.
Place the two large size stickers
shown onto card and trim to fit be-
hind the frames. Stick each of these
to the back of a frame and mount
using sticky fixers. Glue the remain-
ing pieces shown into place.

Page 5. Search the internet to find
the definition for ‘pirate’. Edit, resize
and position the words to fit the
cream paper. Print out (you can test
on scrap paper first) then glue in
place. Add the flag using sticky fix-
ers and tiny pieces behind the pole.

Finish Later:
5a. Add the pirate banner using
sticky fixers.

2

4
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Panel A

Panel B

Panel C

Panel D

Page 6. Nothing to do at this stage.
Finish Later:
6a. Cut two border stickers to length and
stick one along each ribbon. Cut a piece
of brown card to 7 x 7.5cm, cut across the
diagonal from corner to corner to make
two triangles and glue onto the panel as
shown. Make a tag from dark brown card
cut to 11cm x 6cm, punch a hole and tie
brown and white ribbon through. Stick
three medium stickers across the tag and
mount using sticky fixers. Glue three circle
motifs onto the triangle as shown.

Page 7. Cut a 9.5cm x 13cm triangle of
brown card and glue into place at the top
right as shown.
Finish Later:
7a. Add sticker borders across the ribbons
as before. Stick one of each size skull &
crossbones sticker onto two different
browns and yellow card, trimming to leave
a narrow border. Mount these in a row as
shown using sticky fixers. Add the pirate
banner also using fixers. Glue the crossed
swords into place, and the two circles
(overlapping each other as shown).

Page 8. Cut four different sized pieces of
brown card (see above): A. 9.5cm square;
B. 3.5 x 9.5cm; C. 5.5 x 10cm; D. 7.5 x
10cm glue onto the card as shown.
Finish Later:
8a. Add three borders across the bottom
of the card leaving a gap of about 3mm
between each of them. Stick one of each
size map sticker onto brown card, trim-
ming to leave a narrow border. Glue these
in place on the panel. Make a 9 x 4.5cm
tag, add the stickers and ribbon as shown
and mount using sticky fixers.

Page 9. Cover the panel with one of the
roughened cream papers from earlier and
add a 2.5cm wide strip of brown card over
the paper as shown.
Finish Later:
9a. Add four borders towards the bottom
of the card as shown with no gaps be-
tween them. Cut two brown panels, one 

at 7cm x 7.5cm and one slightly
larger at 7.5 x 8cm and round the
corners of both. Place the panels
together, add an eylet at each 
corner and mount using sticky 
fixers. Stick a large wheel sticker
onto card and round the corners.
Add the wheel, pirate banner and
three circles using sticky fixers.

Page 10. 
Nothing to do at this stage.
Finish Later:
10a. Cover the panel with the last
piece of roughened cream paper
and add a pirate border across the
middle. Make a pocket from two
colours of brown card, cut the
back piece to 10.5 x 14cm, the
front to 10.5 x 7.5cm, and an extra
strip of dark brown to 10.5 x 2cm.
Glue around the sides and bottom
edge of the smaller piece and
stick the two pieces together
aligning the lower edges. Stick the
strip of dark brown along the bot-
tom outside edge of the pocket
then round all the corners. Add
two borders across the front of 
the pocket as shown. Cut a 7.5 x
11.5cm piece of light brown card,
round the corners and decorate
with a border and map as shown.
Fold an 8cm length of bel satin
ribbon in half, stick lightly in place

on the tag then stitch over with a button on top.
Tuck the tag into the pocket. Mount the pocket
onto the card using sticky fixers then glue a trea-
sure chest onto it overlapping the edges as shown.
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I was asked to do
some teaching first, and
later I took over the run-
ning of the workshops,
organizing the craft
rooms on the day, 
booking tutors, etc. 

For as long as I can remem-
ber, I always wanted to be a
nurse and this was the career
I chose. It wasn’t until I had
children that I developed an
interest in crafty activities and
card making.

I started by painting pots for 
the garden but it soon esca-
lated and my husband soon 

joked that 
if anything 
were left in 
the house 
for more 
than a few 
minutes I 
would paint 
or stencil it!

I saw an advert in a magazine for
craft workshops at Craft Creations
and booked myself in for glass paint-
ing. This was the first time I had
thought about making my own cards
and I very soon became hooked.

This was the
beginning of 
a new hobby
and a new job.
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We have regular card making
evenings at my church, which 
I help to run and I love it when
people come in saying they
aren’t artistic or crafty but go
home feeling very pleased with
what they have made.

Being involved with the local church also
gives me the opportunity to indulge in an-
other of my hobbies, which is baking. We
never do anything without a meal or some
cake, and I have lost count of how many 

This was something I 
enjoyed doing and it fitted 
in around the children and 
school holidays, which made 
it a dream job. 

Since then I have worked in 
the showroom, done demon-
strations, photographed cards 
for the magazine and even 
ended up on Create & Craft 
TV for Craft Creations.

I sold my cards in a local 
florist for a while, but as my hobby grew into a job, I had less
time at home to make cards and can no longer do that. I still
get asked to make wedding invitations etc. and do special
cards for people, which I make time for and enjoy doing. 
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cakes I have made (and eaten!). To counteract this my other hobby is
salsa dancing which I do with a large group of people.

I always make sure I have enough time to make cards for my chil-
dren’s birthdays, as they are keepsakes for the future and I know they
will enjoy looking back at them. The 18th birthday ‘J’ (right) is a paper
maché letter which I have decorated in pretty colours and added lots of
little embellishments.

I also like adding photos from years gone by, 
and using chipboard shapes as they are so tactile. Pres-
entation is important 
to me so for these 
special cards I often 
use a box with a 
matching design.

The best thing 
about working at 
Craft Creations is 
getting to play with 
all the lovely new 
products first. But 
I also really enjoy 
seeing what other 
people have made 
for the magazine 
and for the competi-
tions. It’s great to 

speak to you all on the phone, and lately on the forum too as that
has really taken off. When I made my first card 15 years ago, I had
no idea how much my life 
would change or how much 
fun I would have!
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25 Silver Years
By Margaret McQuillan
STITCHING INFO & MATERIALS:

Stitched On: 22 Count White Hardanger Fabric.

Stitch Count: Width 35 x Depth 43.

CP172S Snowy Silver Paper and Silver Card.

Organza Ribbon: MTR10-00 15mm White.

Stickers: XL772U-02 Words, XL641U-02 
Corners and XL500U-02 Lines.

Threads: Silver Lurex and Mid Green. 

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and Sticky Fixers.

Card Mount: AP06U-30 White.

Cross stitch the numbers (two holes per stitch) 
in silver and add the leaves using straight stitches in
green. Work the star stitches along a curve around the
letters and leaves. The exact position of each star 
is not important, choose a centre point and work
around it using straight stitches as shown.

Cover the card blank with snowy paper placing the
silver edge as shown, then cut away the paper cover-
ing the aperture. Add borders and corners around the
aperture and make a wording banner using snowy
paper, silver card and stickers. Cut a slit at the left
and tie a piece of organza ribbon through the banner
then mount using sticky fixers.



Left:
Veronica Packham, Surrey.
I used a ‘Circle Scribe’ and an easy
pattern to cut the central design and
backed it with green paper. The four
corners are stitched with a pin-prick
design and green thread. To embellish
I used copper peel-off stickers and a
paper butterfly.

Below: Glenda Davis, East Sussex.
Fabric flowers are mounted onto a background paper
panel, edged with peel-off stickers and pink Mulberry
paper. Finished with pink ribbon, a bow and small butter-
flies made from peel-off stickers and card.

Below: Christine Ellingham, France.
Based around an aperture card blank, this card features
a floral découpage mounted onto acetate with a peel-off
sticker border. Finished with a ribbon rose bud and extra
elements from the découpage sheet.

Below: Mrs K. Cooke, Nottinghamshire.
A printed image in an aperture card
with punched card flowers and a pink
peel-off ‘Happy Birthday’ panel.

Readers’ Gallery
Inspiration From Our Readers

Above: Denise O’Connor, 
Lincolnshire.
Pieces of creative paper,
mounted onto a card panel
and finished with a button. The
‘Happy Birthday’ message is 
a peel-off sticker.
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Left: Mrs E. Millar, Kent.
A floral découpage design mounted
onto a punched card shape, stitched
with metallic thread and finished with
peel-off sticker borders and glitter glue.

Below left: Catherine Bemrose, Cleveland.
A die-cut découpage design, mounted onto a Centura
Pearl paper panel which has been shaped using a circle
punch. Finished with extra découpage elements and
peel-off stickers.
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Right: Maureen Wadeson, 
Kincardineshire.
A découpage design backed by a
stripy pink paper      and a ribbon with
a bow. Finished with sequin flowers
down the right of the card.

Below Right: June Harris, Hampshire.
To create my book card I cut cut away parts of a single
fold card and used peel-off borders to create the pages
and the edge of the spine. The ‘Happy Birthday’ mes-
sage and the cat are both rubber stamped images. 
Finally I added pink jewel dots on the cat and along 
the bottom of the card.

Below: Joyce Billing,
Essex.
I have recycled this picture from a
pretty card I was sent and added
a peel off border and bow to dec-
orate it.

Right: Kate Gannon, Portugal.
I used gingham scrapbook paper to cover the card and
added sticker borders to trim it. The corners and the
hanger are stickers too with the panels and hearts cut
from the pretty little girl collage sheet.

Left: Rosemary Steward, Norfolk.
I used a linen white card and swiped
it from top to bottom with a Brilliance
ink pad. I then centrally placed a
sunflower photo onto the card.

Below: Pearl Page, Hampshire.
A mountain-fold card featuring rac-
ing car die-cut découpage, backed
with a road map.

Above: Gail Tasker, Norway.
I mounted a découpage girl and a skeleton leaf onto a
deckled edge parch marque card, edged with gold ink.
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Below: 
Valerie Stobbart, Suffolk.
A layered peel-off sticker card
featuring a shirt and tie with 
a printed ‘birthday’ panel
mounted on metalic card.
Peel-off sticker dots have been
added to the panel corners.

Left: Mavis Elliott, Inverness-shire.
An easel card featuring a découpaged image, printed
textures and silver peel-off stickers.

Below: Helga Dharmpaul, 
Ross-shire.
I recreated the look of rain-
drops on a bush using the cen-
tre spine of a peacock feather,
with flat backed gems for the
drops. Mounted onto a cream
coloured card oval.

Below: Nora Johnston, Tyne & Wear.
I have turned a garden photo into a window scene by
placing it in a multi aperture card. The cats are cut from
self adhesive Vivelle with gold glitter collars.

Left: Wendy Hullah, Cleveland.
The fan sticker is stuck on acetate and coloured with gel
pens. The aperture is coloured to give an antique look
and the card is decorated with flower gems.

Below:
Joan Bowman, Australia.
An iris folded hot air balloon with a
peel-off sticker border and birds.

Above: Gloria Warner, Hertfordshire.
A 100th birthday card combining découpage, and 
metallic ribbons with wire and fabric butterflies. The 
card also features a peel-off sticker border with orna-
mental corners.
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Below:
Ginny Adams, Bristol.
I cut out lots of hot-air balloons from mini-picture 
sheets and added colours using pens and glitter to 
create a variety of different balloons. I used a sheet of
Creative paper to create a sky, and added a cut piece 
of Mulberry paper, giving the impression of buildings
below. To finish I added a peel-off sticker border and 
a ‘Happy Birthday’ message.

Above:
Debbie Taylor, 
Warwickshire.
An easel card, with a 3D dé-
coupage design mounted onto
two panels. The card mount is
covered with creative paper
and decoarted with buttons
and a star.

Left: Stella Weaver, Hampshire.
A peel-off sticker design, contrasting 
a glitter blue dress and accessories
against the black of a single fold card.

Below: Sheila Clayton, West Yorkshire.
I quartered the card with green peel-
off borders and filled the spaces with
gardening collage shapes. To finish I
created a layered card panel with deck-
led edges, peel-off stickers and a card
trowel and fork.

Left: Muriel Adderley, 
Gloucestershire.
A stamped image of an old
tree, mounted onto metallic
and black card panels. The
smaller panel features a
stamped bird’s nest image 
and  beneath that is another
panel bearing silver peel-off
stickers. The small panels 
have been attached to the 
card using a leaf shaped 
brad, allowing the panels 
to move.

Above: Sue Cuthbert, 
Suffolk.
The bamboo, corner decora-
tions and ‘Happy Birthday’
message are all peel-off stick-
ers, while the dress has been
cut from a piece of card. The
dress is backed by a red and
gold lurex mesh.

Below: Margaret Bullen, West Sussex.
Pretty rose Creative Image stickers
layered up on red deckled panels.
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